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JUMBO GLACIER RESORT

COST OF AVALANCHE CONTROL

Report for: Oberto Oberti
Pheidias Project Management Corporation
Suite 1660 – 1188 West Georgia Street
Vancouver BC V6E 4A2

Prepared by: Peter Schaerer Associated with:
#103 – 105 West Kings Road Chris Stethem
North Vancouver BC V7N 2L7 Snow Safety Services
Telephone 604 – 987 3716 Canmore, Alberta
e-mail: pschar@axionet.com

Date: 16 October 2003

Subject

On the request of Mr. Oberto Oberti, I have estimated the cost of the temporary
avalanche control during operation of the access road and the proposed ski and
snowboard trails of the Jumbo Glacier Resort. It should be realized that the cost are
approximates only and may vary from year to year. The cost do not include expenses for
man power (ski patrol) that monitors avalanche hazards, closes trails, and applies
explosives and they do not include permanent outlays for the protection of lifts.

Documentation

The following information was applied in estimating the type and extent of the avalanche
control that may be necessary:

a) Contour map of scale 1:25,000 of the proposed development; received on 7 October
2003.

b) Map of avalanche paths and estimates of the hazard to the road; my report dated 18
May 1997.

c) Estimated avalanche control at ski trails across the East Side of Jumbo Creek, my
report dated 20 March 2003.

d) Analyses in 1997 of the amount of snowfall in avalanche starting zones and the
frequency of avalanches.

e) Draft of Jumbo Glacier Resort Master Plan Concept, Volume 4 of Pheidias
Management Corporation.

f) A personal study of expected number of avalanches in steep starting zones.
g) Approximate cost of avalanche control by explosives at skiareas in Western Canada.



Avalanche Control at the Access Road

Avalanches at the road would be controlled on the average 4 times per year by bombing
from a helicopter. The costs include bombs, flying time for ferrying and mission, and
time and transportation of flag persons on the road. Avalanche technicians of the resort
development would carry out the bombing (cost not included here).

The estimated average annual expenses are:
Toby Creek Road to junction with Jumbo Creek $  2,500
Jumbo Creek Road from Toby Creek to Resort Base $ 13,000
Shuttle Road from Resort Base to Glacier Dome Gondola $ 15,000

The cost for controlling the Shuttle Road is high because the avalanche starting zones are
large and avalanches must be controlled frequently for the safety of the ski trails above
the road.

Avalanche Control at Glacier Dome

Avalanches would be controlled as follows:

a) Hand charges tossed from the ridge at the Teahouse into the steep slopes with south
aspect.

b) Firing with an avalauncher into the rocky, west-facing slopes east of the Glacier
Dome Gondola (Lift No. 1.3). The avalauncher would be located at the mid-station of
the Gondola Lift.

c) Firing into the starting zones of the 1st and 2nd Lieutenant avalanche paths with
avalaunchers at the top of Lifts No.1.2 and 2.2.

d) Helicopter bombing at the West Apex and Jumbo avalanche paths west of Jumbo
Creek. The cost of the helicopter bombing is included in the cost of the avalanche
control for the Shuttle Road.

e) Temporary closure of the ski-out trails to the Resort Base when the avalanche hazard
demands.

f) Ski stabilization on short slopes on the glacier.

The estimated average annual cost is $ 6,000.

Access to the Commander Glacier

The second phase of the Master Plan envisions the development of facilities on the
Commander Glacier with access from the Resort Base by gondola lift and a tram. The
Gondola Lift No.2.3 and the ski run in the valley south of Karnak Mountain are exposed
to avalanches from both sides of a valley. This means, that flowing avalanche snow could
impact on lift towers and powder avalanches might affect the gondolas.



A few of the avalanche starting zones could be fired at with avalaunchers, but helicopter
bombing seems to be the best control method for the majority of the avalanche paths. The
control would produce avalanche deposits on the skirun, which may require snowcat
grooming

I wish to recommend the following measures:

a) Location of the lift line high above ground to allow sufficient vertical clearance for
avalanches at locations to be studied with respect to avalanche exposure, or use of an
aerial tram.

b) Designing exposed lift towers against avalanche forces.
c) Bombing with helicopter the Karnak multiple avalanche paths.
d) Control with an avalauncher the slopes above Lift No. 2.6 (above the Resort Base).
e) Continuous monitoring of the avalanche hazard and temporary closure of the trail in

the valley south of Karnak Mountain

The estimated average annual cost of the avalanche control is $ 11,000.

Avalanche Control at Commander Glacier

The following measures are recommended:

a) Application of hand charges on steep slopes at the side of Gondola Lift No.3.5,
b) Helicopter bombing at two pocket glaciers north of Commander Mountain, where

avalanches could run to the main glacier.
c) Ski stabilization above the lower terminal of Lift No. 3.5.
d) Monitoring of the avalanche hazard and temporary closures of the trail from the lower

terminal of Lift No. 3.5 to the Day Lodge. The trail is exposed to avalanches from
several long and steep slopes at the northwest side. A re-location of the trail to the
opposite (southeast side) of the valley might be considered..

The estimated annual cost of avalanche control by explosives is $ 1,200.

Avalanche Control at Farnham Glacier

Avalanches from the steep and long slopes with east aspect and east of the Commander
Glacier are a hazard to the trail between the upper and lower day lodges. Temporary
closures of the trail would be necessary. It might be possible to start avalanches under
control with hand charges and by blasting cornices from Commander Glacier, but the
control would have to be supplemented by helicopter bombing.

In addition, hand charges would be applied at slopes east of the upper Day Lodge.



The total estimated cost of avalanche control at the Farnham Glacier is $ 6,000 including
the maintenance of fences and warning signs at the trail.




